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Introduction 

This reflective account will discuss how I resolved my major publication Conflict, Memory 

and Landscape which took the form of a photography exhibition in my local library, 

complemented by a new project specific website and blog.  I will evaluate the decisions I 

made and reflect upon how I engaged an audience with my work. The exhibited prints are a 

continuation of my Body of Work which was submitted with my level three Contextual 

Studies module.  

At the start of the Sustaining Your Practice module I was sure my publication would take the 

form of a book or website. But as the course progressed and after discussions with my tutor 

the idea of putting on an exhibition seemed to make better sense. It would allow me to 

show larger prints in a space and engage an audience who could give me feedback almost 

instantly. I was also inspired by the exceptional displays made by emerging artists at TPG 

New Talent 19 at The Photographers Gallery. I kept the idea of a project specific website as I 

thought this would be an enduring way to display my work after my exhibition had finished. 

The combination of the two formats would allow for a continuation and evolution of my 

project even after finishing my degree studies. 
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Preparation for my publication 

Initial exposure and feedback  

For assignment one I produced a PDF document which previewed my project. I received 

some informative feedback from Althea Wilson; Alex Pardi and Marco van Duyvendijk. The 

feedback from Pardi was particularly detailed and he suggested that my images made from 

the point of view of the victim were more evocative. He also preferred the photographs 

where it looked the place had not changed since the time of the event. The comments I 

received helped me to clarify and condense my project. Alex Pardi’s Tangenziale project 

explored non-places around the highways of Milan. 

 

 

Figure 1: Alex Pardi, ‘Tangenziale’, 2015. 

 

New work and refining older images  

After considering previous research I decided to make some new work that included 

historical battlefields as this was less controversial than the murder sites. This new direction 

inspired me to make my best work yet. Bart Michiels produced an evocative body of work 

The Course of History which explored a similar topic. Simon Norfolk is well known for his 

beautiful depictions of ruins in warzones, Afghanistan: Chronotopia is an excellent of this. I 

have included a couple of my new images below. Many of the new images would be 

combined with my earlier images (the earlier images would be significantly refined and 

improved in line with assessors’ comments). 

https://www.alexpardi.com/tangenziale
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Figure 2: Kieren Welch, ‘Hertford Castle’, 2019. 

 

 

Figure 3: Kieren Welch, ‘Tempsford, Bedfordshire’, 2019. 
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Online sales of prints  

In order to promote my work to a wider audience and potentially create some funds for my 

publication I started selling my images online with Alamy and Saatchi Art. Although this 

process has yet to get me any sales it was a useful exercise for self-promotion and made me 

consider more carefully the quality of my work and how a wider audience might view it. 

 

Researching exhibitions and choosing a venue for my publication  

It soon became apparent that finding a venue to host my exhibition would be quite difficult. 

Some galleries were quoting one to two year waiting lists. Despite the hurdles I still managed 

to secure a space in a local library. An opportunity to exhibit in a Notting Hill café had to be 

abandoned due to issues with the management. Another potential venue (a gallery in 

Peckham) looked very promising but it was too far from where I live, and I was unfamiliar 

with the area. Ultimately, I feel that I choose the best venue for my publication as my work 

concentrates on the local area it suited a local venue.  

Recent exhibition visits to see Feast for the Eyes at The Photographers Gallery and Prix Pictet 

at The Victoria & Albert Museum were inspirational and gave me plenty to think about. I 

would need to consider print size/finish, background colours, layout of prints, 

frames/mounting and design of handouts.  

 

 

Figure 4: Prix Pictet- Victoria & Albert Museum 
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Figure 5: Feast for the Eyes – The Photographers Gallery 

 

 

Figure 6: Feast or the Eyes – The Photographers Gallery 
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Publication – Exhibition at Baldock Town library in Hertfordshire. 

Planning 

I initially contacted the manager of Baldock library, and she suggested there was a possibility 

of showing some of my prints but in a slightly limited way. I visited the library and took some 

recce shots. 

 

Figure 7: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Library’, 2019. 

 

 

Figure 8: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Library’, 2019. 
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Figure 9: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Library’, 2019. 

There was a display board which I could use and after a little discussion she said I could put 

some prints up above the bookshelves. Although this was not the ideal position for showing 

my prints, the lighting was good, and the daily footfall is very high (sometimes several 

hundred a day). I would not be able to utilise the wall space, but I thought I might be able to 

persuade her nearer the time to let me use it.  

 

Printing, mounting and framing  

Throughout my degree I have always used matt or lustre c-type prints. Because I would be 

showing these prints in public, I thought it might be good to try some different finishes. After 

getting some test prints done using various papers, I settled on my new favourite paper Fuji 

Velvet. I had the following made up for my exhibition: 

Eight 24 x 20 inch c-type Fuji Velvet prints mounted on 3mm white foam board.  

Three 24 x 20 inch c-type Fuji Velvet prints mounted on 5mm white foam board. 

Four 16 x 12 inch c-type Fuji Velvet prints, (to be placed in glassless black frames). 

Fuji Velvet paper is ideal for exhibitions. It is non-reflective and does not show finger marks. 

It has a slightly velvety look and feel that looks great mounted straight onto foam board or in 

a frame with no glass. I found some simple plain black frames for my smaller prints which 

were ideal and were very light weight and easy to hang.  
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Promotion of my exhibition 

I decided to concentrate my social media exposure on the three most popular sites: 

Facebook, Instagram and Twitter. I created a Facebook business page and started posting my 

new work there. I created an event which detailed the place and time of my exhibition and 

invited friends and peers. My exhibition flyer was also uploaded. New images and my flyer 

were also posted to my Instagram and Twitter accounts. OCA peers were kept up to date 

using the Facebook OCA Photography, OCA Level 3 Groups and the OCA online forums.  

 

 

Figure 10: Kieren Welch, ‘Facebook event, screen grab’, 2019. 

 

I created two new websites www.kierenwelch.net and www.conflictmemorylandscape.com. 

The first site is my general artists website and the second is my project specific website 

which allows me to promote in a more direct way my publication. My blog was kept up to 

date with publication developments and new work. 

http://www.kierenwelch.net/
http://www.conflictmemorylandscape.com/
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Figure 11: Kieren Welch, ‘Promotional Flyer’, 2019. 

 

Flyers which doubled as posters were put up in various local outlets. A press release was 

emailed to several local media outlets including Hertfordshire Life, The Comet Newspaper 

and Three Counties Radio. 

I started a Kickstarter campaign to help with the funding of my publication which although 

unsuccessful did provide me with another promotional opportunity.  

 

Installing my exhibition  

Initially display options were limited due to concerns about potential damage to the walls, 

but a week before my exhibition started a new manager gave me the green light to install 

additional prints on two of the walls. This allowed me to show fifteen prints in total. The 

prints had to be hung using existing hooks which were already in place. These additional 

prints greatly improved the overall aesthetic of my installation and it started to look more 

like a photography exhibition. The framed prints already had centred hanging loops, so it 

was simple to hang these. I used white tack on the back of the frames to ensure they were 

straight. The bigger prints were attached to the walls and display board using Velcro. This 

proved to be simple and effective allowing the prints to be flush to the wall. It also allowed 

me to easily straighten them. A table displayed my visitor book, flyers, handouts and artists 

statement. The image titles were printed clearly next to thumbnail images in a handout.  
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Figure 12: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Installation’, 2019. 

 

 

Figure 13: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Installation’, 2019. 
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Figure 14: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Installation’, 2019. 

 

 

Figure 15: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Installation’, 2019. 
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Figure 16: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Installation’, 2019. 

 

 

Figure 17: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Installation’, 2019. 
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Figure 18: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Installation’, 2019. 

 

 

Figure 19: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Installation’, 2019. 
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Figure 20: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Installation’, 2019. 

 

 

Figure 21: Kieren Welch, ‘Baldock Installation’, 2019. 
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Reflection and plans for future publications. 

I feel that ultimately my major publication was a success, with 100+ visitors and very positive 

feedback received from nearly everyone. My high-quality mounted and framed prints were 

presented in a professional manner and appeared to engage the audience effectively. This 

was achieved despite the very strict rules of the library which limited some display options. 

The strict display rules were compensated by the high footfall of people that would see my 

exhibition. Unfortunately, no one from the local press attended, but Richard Young the 

editor at Hertfordshire Life wanted a link to my website and asked what other local 

exhibitions I would be doing in the future.  

 I was very happy with the way my prints looked. The non-reflective, velvety finish looked 

great and was perfect for displaying in the library. My unframed prints stayed flat and did 

not warp which was a slight worry as they were quite big. I feel that my research into various 

photo labs and experimentation with different paper finishes benefitted me greatly. I felt 

that this was the last chance to show how good my work really is, and I succeeded by 

showing prints of exceptional quality. 

The positive and helpful attitude of the library staff whilst setting up was most welcome. 

Their comments about the high standard of my prints boosted my confidence and made me 

feel less nervous about showing my work publicly. The fact that they also promoted my 

exhibition on their Facebook page further proved that they really thought my work was good 

and were happy with my display. One member of also commented on how she enjoyed 

walking around the exhibition with the handout which detailed the events of each location. 

The first day of my exhibition was nerve racking but enjoyable. I managed to speak to several 

visitors some of whom made comments in my visitors’ book. Comments in the visitors’ book 

were all positive. ‘The collection brought back dates and details, very evocative’, ‘Very 

evocative photos with interesting stories to tell’, ‘Very interesting subject and well-

presented photography and accompanying printed leaflet’. This positive feedback 

encouraged me and confirmed my belief that this was an important and worthwhile project. 

The concept of visiting places altered by violence seemed to intrigue many people and this 

was reflected by their comments when I chatted to them. It is difficult to communicate here 

the positive reactions of visitors to my work and the considerable verbal feedback I received. 

I was slightly disappointed with the amount of written feedback received, although I had 

many in depth conversions with visitors who were stimulated by my publication. This 

interaction was very rewarding as it meant they were really engaging with my work and 

starting to consider the places I photographed in a new way. 

Putting on an exhibition and creating a new project specific website was challenging but 

fulfilling. The thought of showing my photographs in public seemed to focus me and honed 

my conceptual ideas and final output. The quality of my work increased dramatically while 

preparing for the publication this meant that the project became a more cohesive and 

concise set of images. The new work I made while preparing for my publication changed the 

look of my body or work quite dramatically but I stayed faithful to main concept. It was 

refreshing to take the project in a slightly different direction and ignited new ideas. 
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Conclusion 

The positive responses I received has encouraged me to expand this project and I am already 

planning to visit Belgium where my great, great, great, great grandfather fought at the battle 

of Waterloo. 

Thinking critically about my work while planning my publication really focused my ideas. It 

has allowed me to hone my images to become a highly polished and considered body of 

work. Showing my work publicly filled me with pride and felt like an essential steppingstone 

from being a student to becoming a professional practicing artist. 

The interest generated by my publication appears to be opening doors at other local venues. 

There is the possibility of a three-month solo exhibition at Baldock Arts Centre in 2021. I 

have also had preliminary talks with the curator at St Albans Museum and Gallery about an 

exhibition in 2021. Letchworth Community Museum who I contacted early in 2019 have only 

just got back to me. They have access to empty units in my town which could be utilised for 

an exhibition soon.  

All these exciting opportunities for showing my work locally are going to keep me busy for 

the next couple of years at least! I aim to continue with the Conflict, Memory & Landscape 

project indefinitely and explore how images in conjunction with text build a powerful 

narrative.   
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